Knowledge Bank Celebration 2009

Four Years of Growth and a Look to the Future

February 24, 2009
Held at the Faculty Club, The Ohio State University
Columbus Ohio
Today is a Celebration of YOU!

and your KB successes
Lots of variety in the KB

• YOU represent a varied audience (established and new communities and many disciplines)

• YOUR collections have materials by varied creators (undergraduate & graduate students, faculty, and the community at-large)

• YOUR collections represent varied content
The Critical Index of Uruguayan Theater collects the archive produced between 1976 and 1980 by Graciela Miguez (1949-2000) and Abril Trigo. It consists of three interconnected parts: an inventory of authors and playwrights, an index of the theatrical plays attributed to them, and a set of critical-analytical reviews of an extensive and representative selection of plays.

- **INDEX BY AUTHOR**
  With critical reviews of selected plays

- **INDEX BY PLAY TITLE**
  With critical reviews of selected plays

- **DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT**
Books

Plate from:
*Hills beyond a river: Chinese painting of the Yüan Dynasty, 1279-1368*
by James Cahill

OSU Press collection
The Ohio State University’s Institutional Repository: The Knowledge Bank

Journals

2006-2000

1991-2000

Recent Submissions
- Front Matter
- Back Matter
- Author and Subject Index
- to Volume 104/Ohio Academy of Science
- Board of Trustees
- Obituaries of the Members of the Ohio Academy of Science
- Structure of the Egg Chorion of Cercopis obliqua (Westw., 1829)
- (Heteroptera: Cercidae)
Proceedings

Fourier transform microwave spectrum of isobutyl mercaptan

Kanagawa Institute of Technology¹ and
The Graduate University for Advanced Studies²
Yugo Tanaka,¹ Akinori Sato,¹ Yoshiyuki Kawashima,¹ and Eiji Hirota²

OSU International Symposium
on Molecular Spectroscopy

Institute of Accounting
Proceedings

Mershon Center for International
Security Studies
Share Successes

Table talk:

Introduce yourselves and give
- a brief description of your community
- your goals for content in the KB

Share a success story about your experience with the KB
What has changed since 2004

- Bitstream descriptions displayed, if available
- Thumbnails displayed for images
- Items can be displayed in more than one collection (also to be displayed in University Archives)

University Distinguished Lecture Collection

Title: The Splendid Dead: An American Ordeal
Creators: Boyle, Kevin, 1960-
Keywords: Sacco, Nicola, 1891-1927
Vanzetti, Bartolomeo, 1888-1927
Issue Date: 5-Mar-2008
Publisher: Ohio State University
Series/Report no.: The Ohio State University Distinguished Lecture
Abstract: It's been eighty years since the Commonwealth of Massachusetts executed two immigrant workingmen, Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti, for a murder they didn't commit. Since then their story has become one of modern America's great morality tales, a straightforward symbol of justice warped, denied, and defiled. This lecture offers a different reading of the iconic case. Beginning on the day the two men died, it will move back in time to tell a story that weaves together political extremism, terrorism, and government repression, a story not of innocence but of hatred, violence and betrayal. A somber tale from — and for — an age of fear.

URI: http://hdl.handle.net/1811/32082
Appears in Collections: 2007-2008

Files in This Item:

- Description: Presentation (Windows Media Player) Must use Internet Explorer 5.0 or above
  - Size: 532 KB
  - Format: HTML
  - View/Open

- Description: Presentation (RealPlayer) Must use Internet Explorer 5.0 or above
  - Size: 536 KB
  - Format: HTML
  - View/Open

- Description: Biography
  - Size: 15.19 KB
  - Format: Adobe PDF
  - View/Open

- Description: Image
  - Size: 7.57 KB
  - Format: JPEG
  - View/Open

University Distinguished Lecture March 5, 2008: Kevin Boyle
What has changed since 2004

• General description fields now indexed

• Items can be included in more than one collection

• Can now browse by subject fields

• RSS feeds
Services

Systems support operations*

- hosting the Knowledge Bank
- system maintenance
- hardware and software upgrades

*in cooperation with the Office of the CIO
Services

Consultation on

– digitization
– organization of collection
– rights issues
– description
– presentation
– technical issues
Services

Work flow services

– system training
– input training
– customization of input forms
– input services
– quality control
Knowledge Bank
Projects Ideas for 2009

Help us prioritize the list.
Explore User Statistics Enhancements

- Investigate adding other web analytics tools to Knowledge Bank
- Investigate other usage statistics gathering tools created for DSpace that allow us options to customize the queries and offer additional methods for sharing user statistics
Implement New User Interface*

- Creates options for customization of the collection and community pages

*Known as XMLUI or Manakin
Flexible User Interface Examples
Page Turner Display

- Identify and implement a page-turner display application
- Aid in the delivery of book-based content
Embargo Management

- Goal: automate the management of embargoes for items in the KB
- Gather requirements for tool to meet OSU KB needs
- Investigate modules built at other DSpace repositories
Add number of items to community and collection pages

Communities in Knowledge Bank
Choose a community to browse its collections.

[0]
A Sample Community (Here is where the name displays) [6]
Accounting Hall of Fame [3]
American Indian Studies at the Ohio State University [4]
Andrew’s Test Community [391]
Aquatic Ecology Laboratory [1]
Beth’s Test Community [22]
Brian’s test community [2]
Browse Collections [11]
Byrd Polar Research Center [31]
Center for Folklore Studies at OSU [9]
Cheryl’s Test Community [17]
College of Pharmacy [3]
College of Veterinary Medicine – Option 1 [2]

Collections in this community
- Amanda’s test collection (no workflows) [40]
- Amanda’s test collection (workflow step 2) [3]
- DARE Images [0]
- Exhibitions [2]
- Geology Posters [5]
- Laura’s test collection: Test batch load and workflow [6]
- Laura’s test collection (no workflows) [6]
  short description
- Laura’s test collection (workflow step 2) [6]
- Learning Objects (User education) [1]
- OSU Oral History Test Collection [15]
Reconfigure Submission Steps

• Reorder the submission steps
• Add invisible steps
• Permit more customization by collection than currently provided
The Ohio State University’s Institutional Repository: The Knowledge Bank

Add View/Download to Collection Page
Convert Metadata for catalog use

- Add the DC2MARC tool that will convert metadata for items in the KB to MARC format
- Will enable easy input into the Library Catalog
Any additions to the list?
Time to vote

• 5 dots per person
• Place a dot on the sheet for the project you would like us to do this year
• You may distribute your dots any way you like
  – All on one project
  – One to each of 5 different projects
  – Two to one project, the rest distributed
  – etc….
And the results …

- Explore User Statistics Enhancements (15 votes)
- Implement New User Interface (15 votes)
- Add View/Download to Collection Page (10 votes)
- Convert Metadata for catalog use (7 votes)
- Add number of items to community and collection pages (6 votes)
- Page Turner Display (3 votes)
- Embargo Management (2 votes)
- Reconfigure Submission Steps (2 votes)
Next Steps

• Was today’s meeting useful to you?

• Would you be interested in joining a Knowledge Bank users advisory group?

• If we formed such a group, how often should it meet?
Thank you!

Tschera Connell
Head of Scholarly Resources
Integration Department

Beth Black
Head, Web Implementation Team

On behalf of the Knowledge Bank Team of the University Libraries

libkbhelp@lists.acs.ohio-state.edu
or
connell.17@osu.edu